Model system
Spherical cell of radius R Worm-like chain of length L Active binding site (radius = a) in the center of cell and chain Protein (random walker) starts at t=0 at the periphery of the cell r = reaction coordinate, distance of the protein from the center of the cell. If r < a, reaction takes place The 'sliding-length' is a function of walker-chain affinity salt concentration Random walk inside empty cell The leading order term, τ ≈ R 3 /(3aD), was already used by Smoluchowski, Z. Phys. Chem. 92, p. 129 (1917) Analytical estimate of the reaction time Equilibrium constant and sliding length We have developed simple numerical models Analytical estimate for the reaction times The MEC approach allows to simulate the back reaction A B instead of B A, with a speed up of 10 to 100 times, depending on protein-chain affinity MEC-E approach to extrapolate reaction times for systems of realistic dimensions
